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The guy charged w/ making threats to a Jewish org in
NYC is a neo-Nazi named Garrett Kelsey. He went by the
name Garrett Odinschild, per the criminal complaint.  
 
Dropping some info here from his social media pages (+
info on the group/ideology (Asatru) he identified with. 1/
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This is from the criminal complaint, which describes the multiple threats (via email

and phone) he made to the Jewish organization. The complaint also confirms that he

maintained a Facebook page under the name Garrett Odinschild. 2/ 

https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/press-release/file/1186226/download

On the left is his Facebook page as it currently appears.  

 

On the right is his Facebook page as it appeared on June 2. His profile pic was

Honkler (a popular white supremacist meme) and his header was a pic of Jews lined

up against a wall in Warsaw, Poland. 3/
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Based on his Facebook posts, he appears to be an (obviously) anti-Semitic Trump

supporter who also likes Tommy Robinson, James O'Keefe's Project Veritas,

Holocaust-denying/conspiracy theorist YouTuber styxhexenhammer666, and the

Asatru community (related to Odinism). 4/

His Facebook 'likes' include: 

-"Americans against Antifa" 

-A bunch of anti-Islam pages 

-Asatru/odinism pages 

-Sargon of Akkad 

-Rep. Steve King 
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Per the criminal complaint, he also left a message on an Iowa antifa page threatening

to "bash your skulls in" (among other things). 5/

"Odinschild" was also on Gab (shocker), where he expressed his support for Trump

and spouted typical white supremacist rhetoric. He also shared anti-Semitic memes

and a lot of YouTube videos. 6/
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